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Can you, in this moment, integrate the new 
tool or technique into your framework for 
Rolfi ng? In this moment, is there a place in 
your personal framework to put the tools 
of spinal mechanics, visceral manipulation 
or cranial work? If so, by all means explore 
them. If not, put them aside for now and 
explore them later.

Because Rolfing is a principle-based 
science, many tools and techniques may 
be integrated within it, so long as you 
respect the principles. Do recognize that 
many of these explorations represent 
fi elds of inquiry in and of themselves, but 
you have the choice to integrate what you 
learn as tools for your Rolfing practice 
without venturing into entirely diff erent 
paradigms. So, my advice to you would 
be to stay within the paradigm of Rolfi ng 
for now, and study only that for which 
you have “space” within the framework of 
your current training and understanding 
of the work.

Pedro Prado, Ph.D.
Certifi ed Advanced Rolfer, 

Advanced Rolfi ng Instructor

A As chairperson of the continuing 
education committ ee, I’d like to add a few 
words about the “offi  cial position” of the 
Rolf Institute of Structural Integration® 
faculty on continuing education. The 
intention here is to help you understand 
how the faculty as a whole has designed 
the CE program, and what the thinking is 
behind this design.

In most professional organizations, 
continuing education is an ongoing 
requirement for membership in the 
organization. At this moment in the Rolf 
Institute, continuing education is only 
required for the interval between the basic 
and advanced training, although we hope 
that it stimulates a habit of continuing to 
learn that the Rolfer will keep up for all of 
his or her professional life.

In the interval between basic and advanced 
trainings, the main goal of continuing 
education is to prepare the Rolfer for 
the advanced training. This has led us 
to require three different categories of 
continuing education credits: manipulation, 
movement, and elective.

Manipulation credits (nine are required for 
entrance into the advanced training) refer 
specifi cally to workshops that perfect the 
practitioner’s understanding of Rolfi ng and 

help to refi ne his or her touch. Workshops 
that focus on learning more about a specifi c 
part of the body from a Rolfi ng viewpoint 
– such as the shoulder girdle, the pelvic 
girdle, and the spine  – are workshops that 
may off er manipulation credit, as well as 
workshops that review the ten-session 
series. The teachers of these workshops are 
usually Rolf Institute faculty or people who 
have been approved and recommended by 
a member of the advanced faculty. The idea 
here is to refi ne knowledge from the Rolfi ng 
point of view.

Movement credits (three are required for 
entrance into the advanced training) are 
included in the CE program to assure that 
the Rolfer’s understanding of function from 
the viewpoint of Rolfi ng Movement, and 
how it aff ects structure, takes a step forward 
before he enters the advanced training. 
The Rolfi ng Movement faculty teaches the 
workshops that give movement CE credits.

Elective credits (six are required for 
entrance into the advanced training) are 
meant to encompass disciplines that while 
they are not specifically Rolfing, relate 
to Rolfing and help the practitioner to 
understand Rolfi ng bett er, from a diff erent 

viewpoint. Trainings like craniosacral, 
Somatic Experiencing®, energy work, or 
visceral manipulation, to name a few, are 
examples of workshops that Rolfers may 
take for elective credits. Workshops that 
give elective credits are oft en taught by 
Rolfers who have studied in other areas 
and wish to share their insights from these 
studies with other Rolfers. Sometimes the 
teachers of elective-credit workshops are 
not Rolfers at all.

Dr. Rolf is quoted as having said that a 
Rolfer is not fully trained until he or she 
has completed his advanced training. From 
this point of view, the intermediate years 
between the basic and advanced training 
are focused more on continuing to work 
with the information that was passed on 
in the basic training and preparing for the 
refinement and further deepening that 
occurs in the advanced training. I hope 
this helps you, and I wish you an ever-
fascinating and deepening exploration into 
Rolfi ng as you continue your career.

Lael Katharine Keen
Certifi ed Advanced Rolfer, 

Rolfi ng Instructor

Ask the Movement Faculty
Shoulder Tension and 
the Gestures of Daily Living
 By Mary Bond, Certifi ed Advanced Rolfer™, 
 Rolf Movement Faculty

Q How can I use movement to help a client who has chronic shoulder tension? I remember learning 
“arm drops” in my training, but I haven’t seen much benefi t from that exercise. What are some other 

ways to use movement to help my client with the tension in her upper trapezius muscles?

A In teaching Arm Drops during Rolf 
embodiment classes, I’ve described the 
intervention as a way of helping clients 
fi nd a sense of connection and continuity 
between the spine, scapula and arm, 
and of finding central support for arm 
movement. The purpose of the “drop” 
is to insure that the new connection isn’t 
replaced by habitual patt erning when the 
arm is lowered. The drop also heightens 

awareness of inhibitions around the 
shoulder joint. You’ll fi nd a section about 
Arm Drops in my book Balancing Your Body,1 
but I rarely teach that classical exercise 
by itself any more. I’ve found other ways 
to address movements of the arms and 
shoulders that are, I think, more interesting 
and more practical.

Clients’ problems with their arms and 
shoulders have to do with what they’re 
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doing with their hands – how they’re 
physically handling tools and other objects, 
or people – in their daily lives. There can be 
a world of meaning encoded in the way a 
person engages the world through touch. 
I think this is why the Arm Drop exercise 
alone seems unfulfi lling – it doesn’t lead 
to a tangible way for the hand to relate to 
the world.

The following is a broad introduction to 
shoulder-girdle stabilization and hand 
use. I’ll describe a sequence I use oft en, 
modifying it to suit individual clients’ 
needs. I may introduce the sequence during 
a Rolfi ng® session, teach parts of it during 
several sessions, or let it fill a session 
devoted only to movement.

Step 1 – Finding the Scapulae

Many clients complain about their 
shoulders without having a clear sense 
of the component parts. I oft en start with 
simple anatomy, having the client touch his 
own clavicles, scapulae and humeral heads. 
I assist the client to sense the scapulae by 
palpating around the edges and doing 
some passive movement, pointing out the 
glide (or lack thereof) of the inside surface 
of the blade against the back ribcage. For 
simplicity, I name the acromion process 
“the outer corner” of the scapula, and 
the inferior angle “the bottom corner.” 
Then I ask the client to move the scapulae 
herself, noticing what happens to those 
two “corners.”

Step 2 – Seated Work

I briefl y explain that the shoulder blade 
needs to be secured to the spine in order 
to provide leverage for the movements 
of the arm. I invite the client to raise her 
arm forward, noticing what part of her 
body she uses to lift  the arm. Because most 
clients complain of neck tension to some 
degree, awareness that she’s recruiting 
neck muscles to stabilize her arm provides 
incentive to explore bett er ways to secure 
the scapula. 

Touching the bott om corner of the scapula, 
I ask my client to draw it lightly down 
toward the tail and then release it without 
engaging the upper shoulder muscles. 
Since it’s easy to forcibly thrust the scapulae 
down, the diffi  culty of moving just a litt le 
can be surprising. The complete exercise 
is to lightly and repeatedly “pulse” the 
scapula toward the tail. Gentle tapping 
or massage of the lower trapezius muscle 

helps the client feel what she needs 
to activate. 

I believe it’s important for people who 
overuse the upper trapezius and levator 
scapulae muscles to become familiar with 
the precise sensation of recruiting the 
lower trapezius. The goal of the pulses 
is to stimulate sensation and activity 
in this muscle so it can contribute to 
support of the scapula. If the upper 
trapezius is strongly habituated, it can 
take time for it to disengage. Because lower 
trapezius is frequently tight yet weak and 
uncoordinated, it can take time for it to 
come alive. For some clients this may be 
all we do for one lesson. I assign scapula 
pulses for client homework.2

In a similar way, I assist the client to 
engage under-active rhomboids by 
lightly tapping the outer corner of the 
scapula. As with lower trapezius, these 
muscles are frequently tight, yet weak and 
uncoordinated. I emphasize the rhomboid 
or trapezius cues depending on the client’s 
patt ern. Occasionally I use both. (While 
the activation of serratus anterior is critical 
for balanced shoulder support, I usually 
teach that in a separate lesson, relating it 
to core support issues. It’s important not 
to overwhelm the client with too much 
sensory information at once.)

Step 3 — Supine Work

For the next step I like the client to rest in 
the supine position so she can more readily 
focus on her sensations. I teach her to 
initiate fl exion at the shoulder with a tiny 
movement of whichever scapula “corner” 
has brought the best organization to the 
shoulder girdle in the earlier exploration. 
With my hand under the client’s scapula 
I lightly touch the corner, inviting a tiny 

impulse of the scapula into my hand. Once 
that movement feels clear I move my hands 
under the arm and forearm on that side, 
instructing the client to let me have the 
weight of her arm. Then, just as the client 
initiates the movement of the scapula, I 
slightly raise the arm from the table. Aft er 
repeating this several times I have the client 
experiment with the timing on her own. 
The goal is to raise the arm from the table 
by fi rst engaging the newly found support 
of the scapula. As the client brings her arm 
up to a right angle with the shoulder, I use 
my hand to invite the head of the humerus 
to rest back into the shoulder socket. 

Up to this point, the work has been a 
variation on the classic Arm Drop exercise. 
During the supine work the client’s knees 
may be bent, straight or supported over 
a bolster. It is important that as the client 
engages her scapulae she does not arch the 
thoracic spine and puff  the chest forward. 
The spine should remain grounded and the 
sternum at rest. 

Once the shoulder engagement begins 
to feel familiar to the client, I ask her to 
raise her arm in a more habitual way. 
It’s important for the client to sense the 
diff erence between the two ways of moving. 
Clients usually report that the old way 
makes the arm feel heavier or the neck 
more tense. 

Step 4 – Bridge to Practical Action

With my client still resting supine, I 
invite her to play with the common action 
of pointing at something. I might say, 
“Imagine you’ve never seen a ceiling fan 
before. Show it to me.” She points at the 
fan, experimenting with engaging the new 
patt ern of shoulder support while doing 
something practical. Then we compare the 
feeling of doing it the new way with her 
habitual way of pointing at something.

Step 5 – Bridge to Relationship

With the client still supine, I have the client 
raise her hand in front of her shoulder, 
elbow somewhat bent, and place her hand 
against my own. Then I invite her to push 
me away. I usually have a client explore 
this fi rst with eyes closed so she can sense 
into the combined actions of stabilizing and 
pushing something. Then we work with 
eyes open, and fi nally, when the action feels 
secure, with eye contact during the push. 
The action should occur without disturbing 
the body’s core. This action is the physical 
equivalent of saying “stop.” The capacity to 

Mary Bond
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make the gesture while remaining open 
and self-supported contributes to the 
capacity for sett ing personal boundaries. 
Some clients may be ready to bring this 
emotional connection to consciousness; 
others may not, but will still benefi t from 
the exercise.

Step 6  – Moving with Gravity

Now the client is seated, facing the 
table. I make sure she has good sitt ing 
support.3 During some previous lesson I 
will have introduced the experiences of 
omni-directional spatial orientation and 
grounding, so my client has familiarity 
with those resources before we begin 
working with expression in the arms.

I invite the client to explore movements 
of the scapula, distinguishing them from 
thoracic flexion and extension. Many 
people have historical voices in their 
heads saying, “shoulders back.” Usually 
the historical response is an exaggerated 
movement of the scapulae combined with 
spinal extension. Most people will agree 
that such eff ort feels forced, inauthentic 
and unsustainable. Thoracic extension 
that thrusts the heart forward (as taught 
in many yoga classes) is not authentic 
openness. Instead, a relaxed sternum 
combined with shoulder engagement 
that distributes shoulder-girdle support 
behind the heart region allows space for 
both receptivity and generosity.

Next I ask the client to reach for a small 
toy I’ve placed on the table. I watch for 
scapular stabilization of the arm gesture, 
for participation of the hip joints in 
bending forward, and for a sense of 
aliveness and receptivity in the hands. 
I also notice how the eyes are involved 
in reaching for the toy. The coordination 
of reaching out to obtain something is a 
complex kinetic orchestration of vision, 
hand awakening, hip flexion, spinal 
extension, shoulder-girdle stabilization 
and release, shoulder fl exion, and elbow, 
wrist and hand extension. These basic 
elements occur concurrently when the 
movement is unimpeded. Yet the rhythm 
or timing of various parts will vary 
depending on whether one is reaching 
for the salt or reaching for a loved 
one’s hand. Needless to say, the brain 
can’t consciously track all of that, nor 
should it try. It’s not a matt er of gaining 
control over the movement, but rather 
of releasing blockages that prevent the 
natural coordination of reaching out from 

occurring. To aid this process, I try to see 
or to feel in my own body what aspect of 
the movement is impeded. Is there a lack 
of aliveness in the hand? A failure to rest 
into the pelvis? Over-focus in the eyes?  
Depending on what I observe, I may work 
further with the arm motion, review sitt ing 
and bending,4 spend some time enlivening 
the tactile sense of the hands,5 or revisit 
awareness of spatial orientation and body 
weight.

Once the new way of reaching feels good 
to the client, we review her habitual way of 
reaching out for something, comparing the 
feel of the movement with that of the new 
patt ern. We also compare the emotional 
tones that may be associated with the two 
ways of moving.

To work with the action of pushing away, 
I sit beside the client and lightly place one 
hand on her back to remind her of support 
of the scapula, while giving her my other 
hand to push against. As with the supine 
exploration, I may let the client fi rst explore 
pushing without eye contact. As always, 
we explore the old and new ways of doing 
the action. Most clients readily observe that 
their usual way of pushing away involves 
pushing back (retracting and bracing the 
heart area) rather than eff ectively signaling 
“no” or “stop.”

I choose whether to focus on pushing 
or reaching depending on the client’s 
resources – if reaching is connected and 
graceful, we might spend more time 
investigating pushing. If pushing is clear 
and strong, we’ll spend more time with 
reaching out. The client’s occupation may 
also infl uence my teaching emphasis.

The action of showing or pointing at 
something is another gesture that can be full 
of meaning for people. It invites a triangular 
relationship between staying home in 
oneself while splitt ing att ention between 
the object being shown and the person it 
is being shown to. In any of these basic 
gestures, poor coordination in performing 
the actions may be a physical manifestation 
of poor support for self-expression. When 
working with support for these simple 
gestures we may well be assisting the 
client to accrue physical sensations that 
correspond to emotional support. 

Clients seem to take away whatever they 
need from these upper-extremity and 
shoulder sequences. During the reaching 
exploration, one of my clients discovered 
that by being in haste to manipulate things 

she seldom registered the sensation of 
touch. This important connection has 
helped her gradually dismantle the chronic 
tension in her shoulders. For another client, 
the feeling of shoulder support for pushing 
helped her refi ne certain arm-balancing 
yoga asanas. Another woman found that 
engaging good shoulder support let her 
soft en her sternum. “Oh,” she said, “to be 
open means to be able to receive, not just 
to give.”  It’s the truth of a sentence like 
that one, fl owing straight out of a client’s 
physical experience, that keeps me showing 
up to do this work.
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